
*****Please print your schedules prior to altering your storm teams  
in ANSOS for a reference***** 

 

Staff called off for the storm and scheduled to work after team:  

All staff called off for the storm should have low census “c” entered as their work shift for any time missed due to the storm. 

          

 

 

This employee was originally scheduled to work 9/3, 9/5, 9/6, and 9/7.  Low census is entered to ensure we can track the non-storm team 
employee scheduled shifts during the storm (even if it exceeds their FTE).  The ‘c’ code is the marker code for Kronos. Any employee with Low 
Census will need punches added to their timecard in Kronos for the original scheduled shifts. 

The reason is entered should be STORM-OFF- Shift Time 

Example: STORM-OFF-7a-7p 

 



Staff working the storm and off after:  

Staff working the storm as the DURING team should have A or P entered as their work shifts on the days that they are scheduled to work during 
the storm 

 

This is the same employee as above who was originally scheduled to work 9/3, 9/5, 9/6, and 9/7 but was placed on the during team. This is an 
example of if we go into shelter in place at 11am on Wednesday, and shelter in place lifted on Friday morning.   

You will be scheduling them for their worked days on the storm, followed by low census ‘c’ when the post team is initiated, and their shifts are 
adjusted with the POST STORM 7a-7p comment. 

If they were not originally scheduled to work after the dates of storm leave these days blank without a “c”.  

 

All Staff:  

Q:  Do staff get paid for canceled shifts even if they have met their FTE? 

A: Yes, but only if the shift is canceled.  Staff will not get paid for a shift that was rescheduled.  See attached examples. 

Please note that staff that are able to work remotely are expected to work from even if their location is closed.  If remote work becomes 
unavailable due to utility outages, then staff would be paid according to the above. 

Q:  Will staff get paid for shifts they miss after shelter in place is lifted if they are unable to get into work/refuse to come in? 

A: No.  Staff should use PDO. 

 



Q:  Do exempt, non-management staff get paid for hours worked over 40? 

A:  Yes, they will get paid for all hours they are clocked in for. 

Q:  Do staff receive call pay during shelter in place if they were scheduled to be on call? 

A: No. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Examples 

  



If you have questions about the process, please contact the ANSOS help desk at 667-4145. 

Managers and timekeepers will be responsible for updating their employees time. 

 

FAQ about Contracts and Bonuses 
 

Q: Will bonus or contracts be honored if a shift is canceled? 

A: Bonuses will not be paid for canceled shifts; however staff will still be paid for the hours of the shift.  Contracts will be honored if staff met 
the other criteria necessary for the contract. 

Q: Will staff get paid bonuses or contracts for shifts designated as such if the shift is during shelter in place? 

A: Yes, if all other criteria for the bonus or contract is met. 


